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LYAPUNOV UNSTABLE ELLIPTIC EQUILIBRIA
BASSAM FAYAD
ABSTRACT. We introduce a new diffusion mechanism from the neighborhood of
elliptic equilibria for Hamiltonian flows in three or more degrees of freedom. Us-
ing this mechanism, we obtain the first examples of real analytic Hamiltonians
that have a Lyapunov unstable non-resonant elliptic equilibrium. In four or more
degrees of freedom, we obtain examples of unstable elliptic equilibria with arbi-
trary chosen frequency vectors whose coordinates are not all of the same sign.
Moreover, the Birkhoff normal form at the origin is divergent in all our examples.
In addition, it is possible to insure a transversality condition at the equilibria
and the diffusion coexists therefore with the stability in a probabilistic sense (or
KAM stability) of the equilibrium.
Introduction
An equilibrium (p, q) ∈ R2d of an autonomous Hamiltonian flow is said to be
Lyapunov stable or topologically stable if all nearby orbits remain close to 0 for all
forward time.
The topological stability of the equilibria of Hamiltonian flows is one of the
oldest problems in mathematical physics. The important contributions to the un-
derstanding of this problem, dating back to the 18th century, form a fundamental
part of the foundation and of the evolution of the theory of dynamical systems
and celestial mechanics up to our days.
The goal of this note is to give examples of real analytic Hamiltonians that have
a Lyapunov unstable non-resonant elliptic equilibrium.
A C2 function H : (R2d, 0) → R such that DH(0) = 0 defines a Hamilton-
ian vector field XH(x, y) = (∂yH(x, y),−∂xH(x, y)) whose flow φtH preserves the
origin.
Naturally, to study the stability of the equilibrium at the origin, one has first
to investigate the stability of the linearized system at the origin. By symplectic
symmetry, the eigenvalues of the linearized system come by pairs ±λ, λ ∈ C. It
follows that if the linearized system has an eigenvalue with a non zero real part,
it also has an eigenvalue with positive real part and this implies instability of the
origin for the linearized system as well as for the non-linear flow.
When all the eigenvalues of the linearized system are on the imaginary axis the
stability question is more intricate. In the non-degenerate case where the eigenval-
ues are simple, we say that the origin is an elliptic equilibrium. The linear system
is then symplectically conjugated to a direct product of planar rotations. The argu-
ments of the eigenvalues are called the frequencies of the equilibrium since they
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correspond to angles of rotation of the linearized system. We focus our attention
on Hamiltonians H : (R2d, 0)→ R of the form
H(x, y) = Hω(x, y) +O3(x, y),(∗)
Hω(x, y) =
3∑
j=1
ωjIj , Ij =
1
2
(x2j + y
2
j ).
where ω ∈ Rd has rationally independent coordinates. The elliptic equilibrium at
the origin of the flow ofXH is then said to be non-resonant.
The phenomenon of averaging out of the non-integrable part of the nonlinearity
effects at a non-resonant frequency is responsible for the long time effective stabil-
ity around the equilibrium : the points near the equilibrium remain in its neigh-
borhood during a time that is greater than any negative power of their distance
to the equilibrium. This can be formally studied and proved using the Birkhoff
Normal Forms (BNF) at the equilibrium, that introduce action-angle coordinates
in which the system is integrable up to arbitrary high degree in its Taylor series
(see Section 1 for some reminders about the BNF, and [Bi66] or [SM71], for exam-
ple, for more details). Moreover, it was proven in [MG95, BFN15] that a typical
elliptic fixed point is doubly exponentially stable in the sense that a neighboring
point of the equilibrium remains close to it for an interval of time which is doubly
exponentially large with respect to some power of the inverse of the distance to
the equilibrium point.
In addition to the long time effective stability of non-resonant equilibria, KAM
theory (after Kolmogorov Arnold and Moser), asserts that a non-resonant ellip-
tic fixed point is in general accumulated by quasi-periodic invariant Lagrangian
tori whose relative measurable density tends to one in small neighborhoods of the
fixed point. This can be viewed as stability in a probabilistic sense, and is usu-
ally coined KAM stability. In classical KAM theory, KAM stability is established
when the BNF has a non-degenerate Hessian. Further development of the theory
allowed to relax the non degeneracy condition and [EFK13] proved KAM-stability
of a non-resonant elliptic fixed point under the non-degeneracy condition of the
BNF (see Section 1).
Despite the long time effective stability, and despite the genericity of KAM-
stability, Arnold conjectured that apart from two cases, the case of a sign-definite
quadratic part of the Hamiltonian, and generically for d = 2, an elliptic equilib-
rium point of a generic real analytic Hamiltonian system is Lyapunov unstable
[Arn94, Section 1.8].
Although a rich literature in the direction of proving this conjecture exist in the
C∞ smoothness (we mention [KMV04] below, but to give a list of contributions
would exceed the scope of this introduction), the conjecture is still wide open in
the real analytic category. For instance, not a single example of real analytic Hamil-
tonians was known that has an unstable non-resonant elliptic equilibrium.
Our goal is to give the first such examples in three or more degrees of freedom.
The question in two degrees of freedom remains open.
THEOREM A. – There exists a non-resonant ω ∈ R3 and a real entire Hamiltonian H :
R6 → R, such that the origin is a Lyapunov unstable elliptic equilibrium with frequency
ω of the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH of H .
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For any ω ∈ Rd, d ≥ 4, such that not all its coordinates are of the same sign, there
exists a real entire HamiltonianH : R2d → R such that the origin is a Lyapunov unstable
elliptic equilibrium with frequency ω of the Hamiltonian flow ΦtH of H .
Moreover, in all our examples, for non-resonant frequencies ω, the Birkhoff normal form
at the origin is divergent.
Finally, for non-resonant frequencies ω, it is possible to choose the Hamiltonians H
such that the origin is KAM stable.
As explained earlier, Lyapunov instability of an elliptic fixed point of frequency
vector ω is only possible when not all the coordinates of ω are of the same sign.
However, if one only seeks the divergence of the Birkhoff normal form, then it is
possible to modify the construction to have examples for any non-resonant fre-
quency in Rd, d ≥ 4.
THEOREM B. – For any non-resonant ω ∈ Rd, d ≥ 4, there exists a real entire Hamil-
tonianH : R2d → R such that the origin is an elliptic equilibrium with frequency ω of the
Hamiltonian flow ΦtH , and such that the Birkhoff normal form at the origin is divergent.
Note that we do not obtain the existence of an orbit that accumulates on the ori-
gin. Based on a different diffusion mechanism, [FMS17] gives examples of smooth
symplectic diffeomorphisms of R6 having a non-resonant elliptic fixed point that
attracts an orbit.
Detailed statements with an explicit definition of the Hamiltonians that prove
Theorem A, will be given in Section 2. We explain in Section 2.3, the required
modification to prove Theorem B.
Note that, due to the result of Perez-Marco of [PM03], the existence for any non-
resonant ω ∈ Rd of just one example of a real analytic Hamiltonian with divergent
BNF, implies that divergence of the BNF is typical for this frequency. Denote by
Hω, the set of analytic Hamiltonians having an elliptic fixed point of frequency ω
at the origin. As a consequence of Theorem B and of [PM03, Theorem 1] we get
COROLLARY. – For any non-resonant ω ∈ Rd, d ≥ 4, the generic Hamiltonian in Hω
has a divergent BNF at the origin.
More precisely, all Hamiltonians in any complex (resp. real ) affine finite-dimensional
subspace V ofHω have a divergent BNF except for an exceptional pluripolar set.
This answers, for any frequency vector in Rd, d ≥ 4, the question of Eliasson
on the typical behavior of the BNF (see for example [E89, E90, EFK15] and the
discussion around this question in [PM03]). What was known up to now, was the
generic divergence of the normalization, proved by Siegel in 1954 [Si54] in Hω for
any fixed ω.
Examples of analytic Hamiltonians with non-resonant elliptic fixed points and
divergent BNF were constructed by Gong [Go12] on R2d for arbitrary d ≥ 2, but
only for some class of Liouville frequency vectors.
The generic divergence of the BNF was announced by Krikorian for symplecto-
morphisms of the plane with a Diophantine elliptic fixed point at the origin. The
method of Krikorian is completely different from ours and does not rely on the
dichotomy proved by Perez-Marco. He proves more than just the generic diver-
gence of the BNF. Indeed, he proves that the convergence of the BNF, combined
with torsion (a generic condition), implies the existence of a larger measure set of
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invariant curves in small neighborhoods of the origin than what actually holds for
a generic symplectomorphism.
In contrast, our proof does not yield any result in dimension lower than 6 for
flows. In dimension 6, the generic divergence of the BNF will hold generically
in Hω, but only for super Liouville frequencies ω such as the ones we will use in
our construction of Lyapunov unstable fixed points (see condition (L) of Section
2, although a less restrictive Liouville condition is sufficient for the divergence of
the BNF, as seen in the last line of the proof of Theorem 2).
In the C∞ category, examples of unstable elliptic equilibria can be obtained via
the successive conjugation method, the Anosov-Katok method. They can be ob-
tained in two degrees of freedomor forR2 symplectomorphisms, provided the fre-
quency at the elliptic equilibrium is not Diophantine ([AK66, FS05, FS17]). In three
or more degrees of freedom, smooth examples with Diophantine frequencies can
be obtained through a more sophisticated version of the successive conjugation
method (see [EFK15, FS17]). The Anosov-Katok examples are infinitely tangent
to the rotation of frequency ω at the fixed point and as such are very different in
nature from our construction. In particular, KAM stability is in general excluded
in these constructions.
Again in theC∞ class but in the non-degenerate case, R. Douady gave examples
in [Dou88] of Lyapunov unstable elliptic points for symplectic diffeomorphisms
on R2n for any n ≥ 2. Douady’s examples can have any chosen Birkhoff Nor-
mal Form at the origin provided its Hessian at the fixed point is non-degenerate.
Douady’s examples are modeled on the Arnold diffusion mechanism through
chains of heteroclinic intersections between lower dimensional partially hyper-
bolic invariant tori that accumulate toward the origin. The construction consists
of a countable number of compactly supported perturbations of a completely in-
tegrable flow, and as such was carried out only in the C∞ category.
In [KMV04], the authors admit Mather’s proof of Arnold diffusion for a cusp
residual set of nearly integrable convex Hamiltonian systems in 2.5 degrees of
freedom, and deduce from it that generically, a convex resonant totally elliptic
point of a symplectic map in 4 dimensions is Lyapunov unstable, and in fact has
orbits that converge to the fixed point.
A third diffusion mechanism, closely related to Arnold diffusion mechanism,
is Herman’s synchronized diffusion, and is due to Herman, Marco and Sauzin
[MS02]. It is based on the following coupling of two twist maps of the annulus
(the second one being integrable with linear twist): at exactly one point p of a
well chosen periodic orbit of period q on the first twist map, the coupling consists
of pushing the orbits in the second annulus up on some fixed vertical ∆ by an
amount that sends an invariant curve whose rotation number is a multiple of 1/q
to another one having the same property. The dynamics of the coupled maps on
the line {p} ×∆ will thus drift at a linear speed.
The diffusion mechanism that underlies our constructions is inspired by all
these three mechanisms described above but is quite different from each. In 3
degrees of freedom, we start with a product of rotators of frequencies ω1, ω2, ω3,
whereω1ω2 < 0 and then couple this integrableHamiltonianwith a resonant diffu-
sive Hamiltonian acting in the 4-dimensional space (x1, y1, x2, y2) and that almost
commutes with the rotators, provided ω¯ = (ω1, ω2) is very well approached by
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resonant vectors. We use the third action, I3 = x
2
3 + y
2
3 , that is invariant by the
whole flow as a coupling parameter.
If only one coupling term is added in this way to the original Hamiltonian, there
appears an orbit that diffuse from a small (but not arbitrarily small) neighborhood
of the origin towards infinity.
To get diffusion from arbitrary small neighborhoods of the origin, one has to
add successive couplings that commute with increasingly better resonant approx-
imations of ω¯. The use of the third action as a coupling parameter, allows to isolate
the effect of each successive coupling from the other ones. Indeed, to isolate the
effect of each individual coupling from all the successive couplings is easy because
these terms can be chosen to be extremely small compared to it. On the other hand,
if we look at adequately small values of the third action, the effect of the prior cou-
pling terms is tamed out due to Birkhoff averaging (we refer to Section 4.1 for a
more precise description of the diffusion mechanism).
In the case of 4 degrees of freedom (or more) we can take the frequency vec-
tor of the equilibrium to be arbitrary, provided all the coordinates are not of the
same sign, assuming for definiteness ω1ω2 < 0. Following an idea introduced in
[EFK15] (see also [FS17]) we can use the action of the fourth degree of freedom as
a parameter, that merely changes the frequency ω1 into ω1 + I4. For a sequence
I4,n → 0 the vector (ω1+ I4,n, ω2)will be resonant which allows to adopt the three
degrees of freedom diffusion strategy.
1. Birkhoff Normal Forms.
For H as in (∗), ω non-resonant, for all N ≥ 1, there exists an exact symplectic
transformation ΦN = Id + O
2(x, y), and a polynomial BN of degree N in the
variables I1, . . . , Id, such that
H ◦ ΦN (x, y) = BN (I) +O2N+1(x, y).
We say that f ∈ Ol(x, y)when ∂zf(0) = 0 for any multi-index z on the xi and yi of
size less or equal to l.
There also exists a formal exact symplectic transformation Φ∞ = Id +O
2(x, y),
i.e. defined via a generating function that is a formal power series in x and y such
that
H ◦ Φ∞(x, y) = B∞(I)
where B∞ is a uniquely defined formal power series of the action variables Ij ,
called the Birkhoff Normal Form (BNF) at the origin.
For more details on the Birkhoff Normal Form at a Diophantine, and more
generally at any non-resonant elliptic equilibrium, one can consult for example
[SM71].
Divergent Birkhoff Normal Forms. When the radius of convergence of the for-
mal power series B∞(·) is 0, we say that the BNF diverges.
Non-degenrate Birkhoff Normal Forms. Following [Ru¨s01], we say that B∞ is
Ru¨ssmann non-degenerate or simply non-degenerate if there does not exist any vector
γ such that for every I in some neighborhood of 0
〈∇B∞(I), γ〉 = 0.
In [EFK15] the following was proven
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THEOREM 1 ([EFK15]). – Let H : (R2d, 0) → R be a real analytic function of the form
(∗) and assume that ω is non-resonant. If the BNF of H at the origin is non-degenerate,
then in any neighborhood of 0 ∈ R2d the set of real analytic KAM-tori forXH is of positive
Lebesgue measure and density one at 0.
Real analytic KAM-tori are invariant Lagrangian tori on which the flow gener-
ated byH is real analytically conjugated to a minimal translation flow on the torus
Rd/Zd.
Calculating the BNF : Resonant and non-resonant terms.
To simplify the computations, we prefer to use the complex variables
ξj =
1√
2
(xj + iyj), ηj =
1√
2
(xj − iyj)
Notice in particular that the actions become Ij = ξjηj , making it very simple to
detect the monomials ξu1 . . . ξukηv1 . . . ηvk′ that only depend on the actions, since
these are exactly the resonant monomials for which k = k′ and {u1, . . . , uk} =
{v1, . . . , vk}.
Note also that in these variablesHω as in (∗) reads as
∑
ωjξjηj . We easily verify
that, in these variables, the Poisson bracket is given by
{F,G} = i
∑
j
∂F
∂ξj
∂G
∂ηj
− ∂F
∂ηj
∂G
∂ξj
,
while the Hamiltonian equations are given by
(1)
{
ξ˙j = −i∂ηjH(ξ, η)
η˙j = i∂ξjH(ξ, η)
We will say that a function F defined in the variables ξ and η is real when F (ξ, ξ¯)
is real, which means that in the original variables (x, y), F is real valued.
Finally observe that for a Hamiltonian as in (∗), and since ω is non-resonant, it is
easy to eliminate a non-resonant term ξu1 . . . ξukηv1 . . . ηvk′ by conjugacy. Indeed,
if we take
χ = i
1
ωu1 + . . .+ ωuk − ωv1 − . . .− ωvk′
ξu1 . . . ξukηv1 . . . ηvk′
we get for the time one map Φ1χ of the Hamiltonian flow of χ, also called the Lie
transform associated to χ,
H ◦ Φ1χ = H + {Hω, χ}+ {H −Hω, χ}+
1
2!
{{H,χ}, χ}+ . . .
and observe that {Hω, χ} = −ξu1 . . . ξukηv1 . . . ηvk′ , while the other terms that ap-
pear due to the composition by Φ1χ are of higher degree than k+ k
′. The reduction
to the BNF is thus done progressively by eliminating non-resonant monomials of
higher and higher degree.
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2. Explicit Hamiltonians with Lyapunov unstable elliptic equilibria
In this section, we give the explicit constructions that yield Theorem A.
Starting from 4 degrees of freedom and above it is possible to give examples
with arbitrary frequency vectors, in particular Diophantine. Recall that ω is said
to be Diophantine if there exists γ, τ > 0 such that |〈k, ω〉| ≥ γ|k|−τ , for all k ∈
Z
d − {0}, with 〈·〉 being the canonical scalar product and | · | its associated norm.
In his ICM talk of 1998 [He98], Herman conjectured that a real analytic elliptic
equilibrium with a Diophantine frequency vector must be accumulated by a set of
positive measure of KAM tori. This conjecture is still open. However, our exam-
ples can be chosen such that the Birkhoff Normal Form is non-degenerate, which
implies KAM-stability as established in [EFK13] (see Theorem 1 above).
In all the sequel, we denote | · | the Euclidean norm on R2d, indifferently on
the value of d that will be clear from the context. We also denote indifferently Bn
the Euclidean ball of radius n in R2d for any value of d. For k ∈ N, we denote by
‖H‖Ck(BR) the Ck norm ofH on the ball BR.
2.1. Lyapunov unstable elliptic equilibrium in three degress of freedom. We sup-
pose ω ∈ R3 is such that there exists a sequence {(kn, ln)} ∈ N∗ × N∗ satisfying1
(L) 0 < |knω1 + lnω2| < e−en
4(kn+ln)
.
The set of vectors satisfying (L) is clearly a Gδ-dense set, since resonant vectors
form a dense set in R2. Up to extracting we can also assume that
(NR) kn ≥ max
0<k+l≤kn−1+ln−1
e
1
|kω1+lω2| .
For n ∈ Nwe define on R4 the following real polynomial Hamiltonians
(2) Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2) = ξ
kn
1 ξ
ln
2 + η
kn
1 η
ln
2 ,
We finally define a real entire Hamiltonian on R6
H(x, y) = Hω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N
e−n(kn+ln)I3Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2)
THEOREM 2. – The origin is a Lyapunov unstable equilibrium of the Hamiltonian flow
ΦtH of H . More precisely, for every n ≥ 1, there exists zn ∈ R6, such that |zn| ≤ 1n , and
τn ≥ 0 such that |ΦτnH (zn)| ≥ n.
Moreover, the Birkhoff normal form ofH at the origin is divergent.
We can modify the definitions of the Hamiltonians Hω andH on R
6 as follows
H˜ω(x, y) = (ω1 + I
3
3 )I1 + (ω2 + I
4
3 )I2 + ω3I3,
H˜(x, y) = H˜ω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N
e−n(kn+ln)I3Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2).
We can assume that k0+l0 > 10, hence H˜ω gives the BNF of H˜ at the origin up to
order 5 in the action variables. But∇H˜ω(I) = (ω1+ I33 , ω2+ I43 , ω3+3I23I1+4I33I2)
1The requirement of double exponential approximations is not uncommon in instability results in
real analytic and holomorphic dynamics as is the case for example in [PM97].
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is clearly non-degenerate, and this implies that the BNF of H˜ is non-degenerate.
We then have the following
THEOREM 3. – The origin is a Lyapunov unstable equilibrium of the Hamiltonian flow
Φt
H˜
of H˜ . Moreover, the Birkhoff normal form of H˜ at the origin is non-degenerate, hence
the equilibrium is KAM-stable.
2.2. Lyapunov unstable elliptic equilibrium in four degrees of freedom. In 4 de-
grees of freedom (or more), our method yields unstable elliptic equilibria for any
frequency vector, provided its coordinates are not all of the same sign. Suppose
for instance that ω = (ω1, . . . , ω4) is such that ω1ω2 < 0.
We assume (ω1, ω2) non-resonant (the resonant case follows from Corollary 1
below). By Dirichlet principle, there exists a sequence (kn, ln) ∈ N∗ ×N∗ such that
|knω1 + lnω2| < 1
k2n
.
WLOG, we assume that knω1 + lnω2 < 0. Then, for I4,n = −(knω1 + lnω2)/kn ∈
(0, 1k3n
), it holds
(R) kn(ω1 + I4,n) + lnω2 = 0.
Since (ω1, ω2) is non-resonant, we can, up to extracting, additionally ask that for
all (k, l) ∈ N2 \ {0, 0} such that k+ l ≤ kn−1 + ln−1, we have k(ω1 + I4,n) + lω2 6= 0
and
(NR) kn ≥ max
0<k+l≤kn−1+ln−1
e
1
|k(ω1+I4,n)+lω2| , kn ≥ eee
n4(kn−1+ln−1)
.
We define the following real entire Hamiltonians on R8
Hω(x, y) = (ω1 + I4)I1 +
4∑
j=2
ωjIj ,
H(x, y) = Hω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N
e−n(kn+ln)I3Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2)
THEOREM 4. – The origin is a Lyapunov unstable equilibrium for the Hamiltonian flow
of H . More precisely, for every n ≥ 1, there exists zn ∈ R8, such that |zn| ≤ 1n , and
τn ≥ 0 such that |ΦτnH (zn)| ≥ n.
Moreover, the Birkhoff normal form ofH at the origin is divergent.
We can modify the definition of the Hamiltonian on R8 as follows
H˜ω(x, y) = (ω1 + I4)I1 + (ω2 + I
2
4 )I2 + (ω3 + I
3
4 )I3 + ω4I4,
H˜(x, y) = H˜ω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N
e−n(kn+ln)I3Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2),
where (kn, ln) ∈ N∗×N∗ are chosen so that (R)and (NR) hold with ω2 replaced by
(ω2 + I
2
4,n).
Here also, it is clear that∇H˜ω(I) is non-degenerate. We have the following.
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THEOREM 5. – The origin is a Lyapunov unstable equilibrium of the Hamiltonian flow
Φt
H˜
of H˜ . Moreover, the Birkhoff normal form of H˜ at the origin is non-degenerate, hence
the equilibrium is KAM-stable.
2.3. Examples with divergent Birkhoff Normal Forms for any non-resonant fre-
quency ω ∈ Rd, d ≥ 4. Theorem 4 covers the case of frequency vectors ω where
not all the coordinates are of the same sign. Suppose now that ω is non-resonant
and that the coordinates of ω are all of the same sign, say positive. By Dirichlet
principle, there exists a sequence (kn, ln) ∈ N∗ × N∗ such that
|knω1 − lnω2| < 1
k2n
.
WLOG, we assume that knω1 − lnω2 < 0.
For n ∈ Nwe introduce the real polynomial Hamiltonians on R4
Dn(x1, x2, y1, y2) = ξ
kn
1 η
ln
2 + η
kn
1 ξ
ln
2 .
We finally define the following real entire Hamiltonian on R8
H(x, y) = Hω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N
e−n(kn+ln)I3Dn(x1, x2, y1, y2)
The origin is an elliptic fixed point for the Hamiltonian flow of H with fre-
quency vector ω.
THEOREM 6. – The Birkhoff normal form of H at the origin is divergent.
3. Resonant unstable elliptic fixed points on R4
In case ω is resonant, it is known that instabilities are more likely to happen.
Algebraic examples were known since long time ago [LC1901, Ch26] (see [MS02,
§31]). Our construction is actually based on the existence in two degrees of free-
dom, for resonant frequencies, of polynomial Hamiltonians that have invariant
lines that go through the origin such that any point on such a line converges to the
origin for negative times and goes to infinity in finite time in the future.
Recall indeed the definition of the following real Hamiltonians for k, l ∈ N∗ ×
N∗, k + l > 2
Fk,l(x1, x2, y1, y2) = ξ
k
1 ξ
l
2 + η
k
1η
l
2.
We have
PROPOSITION 1. – For any n ∈ N∗, there exist tn ∈ [0, nk+l−2] such thatΦtnFk,l(B 12n )
⋂
Bc2n 6=
∅.
If ω1 and ω2 are such that kω1+lω2 = 0, then the Hamiltonian flow of ξ
k
1 ξ
l
2+η
k
1η
l
2
commutes with that of ω1I1 + ω2I2. Hence we get the following consequence:
COROLLARY 1. – If ω1 and ω2 are such that kω1+ lω2 = 0 for some k, l ≥ 1 and k+ l >
2, then for any a ∈ R∗, the flow ofH(x1, x2, y1, y2) = ω1I1+ω2I2+ a(ξk1 ξl2+ ηk1ηl2) has
an elliptic fixed point with frequency (ω1, ω2) that is Lyapunov unstable.
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Proof of Proposition 1. We let u =
√
l/k, α = k + l − 1. We assume α ≥ 2. WLOG,
we suppose that u ≥ 1.
Pick and fix ν, ν′ ∈ (0, 1) such that
−1
4
+ kν + lν′ = 1.
Define a subset of R4,
∆ :=
{
(x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ R4 : (ξ1, ξ2) =
(
rei2piν , urei2piν
′
)
, r ∈ R
}
.
The Hamiltonian equations ofH give
ξ˙1 = −ikηk−11 ηl2, ξ˙2 = −ilηk1ηl−12 ,
For (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ ∆, we get
ξ˙1 = ku
lrαei2piν , ξ˙2 = ku
l+1rαei2piν
′
,
which shows that∆ is invariant by the flowΦtFn , andmoreover, that the restriction
of the vector field on ∆ is given by
r˙ = kulrα.
Hence if we start with r0 =
1
2n we see that
r(t)α−1 =
1
(2n)α−1 − (α− 1)kult .
Define then tn such that r(tn) = 2n+1. Note that 0 ≤ tn ≤ Tn := (2n)α−1/(kul(α−
1)) < (2n)α−1 since Tn is an explosion time of r(t) with the initial condition r0 =
1
2n . 
4. Proofs of the main Theorems.
4.1. Description of the diffusion mechanism.
We first describe the proof of Theorem 2, that is, diffusion in 3 degrees of free-
dom near a close to resonant elliptic equilibrium.
We want to exhibit diffusive orbits for the flow of
Hω(x, y) +
∑
n∈N e
−n(kn+ln)I3Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2)
• From Corollary 1, we know that if knω¯1 + lnω¯2 = 0 then the flow of ω¯1I1 +
ω¯2I2 + Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2) is unstable
• Due to (L), an approximation argument (section 4.2) will show that, for
fixed I3 = I := e
−en
3(kn+ln)
, the flow ofHω(x, y)+e
−n(kn+ln)IFn(x1, x2, y1, y2),
has a point satisfying I1, I2 ∼ 1/n, I3 = I, that escapes at time of order I−1.
• The terms Fl, l > n are too small and do not disrupt the diffusion at this
time scale
• The terms Fl, l < n average out to an I23 term that contributes with O(I2)
magnitude at this level of I3 and do not distrupt the diffusion at this time
scale comparable to I−1.
In four degrees of freedom, we replace the almost resonance condition on ω by
the use of the fourth action variable that is also invariant along the flow. Indeed,
when we fix the value of this variable to I4,n such that kn(ω1+ I4,n)+ lnω2 = 0, we
find our Hamiltonian exactly in the form to which we can apply the Corollary 1.
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The variable I3 plays then the same role as in the precedent case, of isolating the
effect of a single Fn in the diffusion, for various values of I3 → 0.
With a bit more scrutiny in the terms of order I23 of the Birkhoff normal form,
we can easily see that these forms diverge in our examples.
4.2. Approximation by resonant systems and diffusive orbits.
LEMMA 1. – Suppose F,G ∈ C2(R2d,R), ω ∈ Rd, A, r,R, a, T > 0 such that r ≤ R,
a2ATedaAT ≤ 1/4, and
• H(x, y) =
d∑
j=1
ωjIj + aF (x, y)
• h(x, y) =
d∑
j=1
ωjIj + aF (x, y) + a
2G(x, y)
• ‖F‖C2(BR+1) ≤ A, ‖G‖C2(BR+1) ≤ A
• For all s ∈ [0, T ] : ΦsH(Br) ⊂ BR
Then, for all s ∈ [0, T ] and for all z ∈ Br :
|ΦsH(z)− Φsh(z)| ≤ a2ATedaAT
Proof. We use the complex coordinates ξ(s) and η(s) for the solution ΦsH(z), and
u(s) and v(s) for the solution Φsh(z). Define the matrices Uj =
(
0 ωj
−ωj 0
)
, and
introduce the variables ζj(s) = e
isUj
(
ξj(s)
ηj(s)
)
, and wj(s) = e
isUj
(
uj(s)
vj(s)
)
. Since
eisUj is a unitary matrix, it suffices to control |X(s)|, for X(s) the 2d dimensional
vector whose entries are given by the coordinates of ζj(s)−wj(s), j = 1, . . . , d. The
Hamiltonian equations and the bounds on F and G then yield, as long as ΦsH(z),
and Φsh(z) are in BR+1
|X˙(s)| ≤ daA|X(s)|+ a2A, X(0) = 0
and Gronwall’s inequality then implies that
|X(s)| ≤ a2AsedaAs
which allows to conclude due to the condition a2ATedaAT ≤ 1/4, which also al-
lows to make sure that Φsh(Br) ⊂ BR+1 for s ∈ [0, T ]. 
COROLLARY 2. – Let a ∈ (e−2en3(kn+ln) , e−en3(kn+ln)). Let H ∈ C2(R2d,R) be such
that
H(x, y) = Hω(x, y) + aFn(x1, x2, y1, y2) + a
2Gn(x, y)
with ‖Gn‖C2(B2n) ≤ e4n(kn+ln).
If (L) holds, there exist tn ∈ [0, (2n)kn+ln−2] and zn ∈ R2d such that |zn| = 12n and
|Φ
tn
a
H (zn)| ≥ n.
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Proof. From (L), there exists ω′1 such that |ω′1 − ω1| < e−e
n4(kn+ln)
and |knω′1 +
lnω2| = 0. Then, {ω′1ξ1η1+ω2ξ2η2, Fn} = 0. Hence if we define ω′ = (ω′1, ω2, . . . , ωd)
and
H ′(x, y) = Hω′(x, y) + aFn(x1, x2, y1, y2),
we get that
|Φ taH′ (z)| =
∣∣∣Φ taω′1I1+ω2I2 (Φ taaFn(z))∣∣∣ = |Φ taaFn(z)| = |ΦtFn(z)|.
Hence, by Proposition 1, there exists tn ∈ [0, (2n)kn+ln−2] and zn ∈ R2d such that
|zn| ≤ 12n , |Φ
tn
a
H′ (zn)| = n+ 1 and Φ
t
a
H′(B 1n ) ⊂ Bn+1 for every t ≤ tn.
Now since |ω′1 − ω1| < e−e
n4(kn+ln) ≤ a2, we have that
H(x, y) = Hω′(x, y) + aFn(x1, x2, y1, y2) + a
2G′n(x, y)
with ‖G′n‖C2(B2n) ≤ e4n(kn+ln) + 1. Note also that ‖Fn‖C2(B2n) ≤ en(kn+ln).
Let A = e4n(kn+ln) + 1. Observe that for T = tna we have a
2ATedaAT =
aAtne
dAtn ≤ 14 . We can thus apply Lemma 1, with r = 12n , R = n + 1, and
deduce that for all s ∈ [0, tn] and for all z ∈ B 1
2n
:∣∣∣Φ saH(z)− Φ saH′(z)∣∣∣ ≤ aAtnedAtn ≤ 14
and the conclusion of the corollary thus holds if we apply the latter inequality to
z = zn and s = tn. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2. We fix n ∈ N and want to show that there exists zn ∈ R6,
such that |zn| ≤ 1n , and τn ≥ 0 such that |ΦτnH (zn)| ≥ n.
Note that for any value I ∈ R+, the set {(x, y) ∈ R6 : I3 = ξ3η3 = I} is invariant
under all the flows we consider in this construction.
We restrict from here on our attention to
(3) I3 ≤ I := e−en
3(kn+ln)
.
For r > 0, we then denote Bˆ(r) := {(x1, x2, y1, y2, x3, y3) : (x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ B(r), I3 ≤
I}.
Denote aj = e
−j(kj+lj). Let bj =
e−j(kj+lj)
kjω1+ljω2
and define the Hamiltonians on R6
χj = −ibjI3Ej , Ej = ξkj1 ξlj2 − ηkj1 ηlj2 .
that satisfy
(4) {Hω, χj} = −ajI3Fj .
Let χ̂n−1 =
∑
j≤n−1 χj . Since kn ≥ e
1
|kjω1+ljω2| for any j ≤ n − 1, we have for
any fixed k ∈ N, and for sufficiently large n
(5) ‖χ̂n−1‖Ck(Bˆ2n) ≤ k2nI.
Hence, (3) implies that if z ∈ Bˆ(2n)
(6)
∣∣∣Φ1χ̂n−1(z)− z∣∣∣ ≤ e−n(kn+ln).
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Next, we conjugate the flow of H with the time one map of χ̂n−1. We have
H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 = H + {H, χ̂n−1}+
1
2!
{{H, χ̂n−1}, χ̂n−1}+ . . .
Due to (4) we have
{H, χ̂n−1} = −
∑
j≤n−1
I3ajFj − I23{
∑
j≥1
ajFj ,
∑
j≤n−1
ibjEj}
Hence
(7) H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 = Hω + I3anFn +
∑
j≥n+1
I3ajFj
− 1
2
I23{
∑
j≤n−1
ajFj ,
∑
j≤n−1
ibjEj} − I23{
∑
j≥n
ajFj ,
∑
j≤n−1
ibjEj} +R
where
R = 1
2
{{H −Hω, χ̂n−1}, χ̂n−1}+ 1
3!
{{{H, χ̂n−1}, χ̂n−1}, χ̂n−1}+ . . .
Note that due to (3) and (5), we have that R is a real analytic Hamiltonian that is
of order 3 in I3 and satisfies
(8) ‖R‖C2(Bˆ(2n)) ≤ I
5
2 .
Also, the same bound on the bj ’s used for (5) implies that
(9) ‖{
∑
j≤n−1
ajFj ,
∑
j≤n−1
ibjEj}‖C2(Bˆ(2n))+‖{
∑
j≥n
ajFj ,
∑
j≤n−1
ibjEj}‖C2(Bˆ(2n)) ≤ k2n
Since kn+1 ≥ I−1 we have that
(10) ‖
∑
j≥n+1
ajFj‖C2(Bˆ(2n)) ≤ I
Since I3 is invariant by the Hamiltonian flow of all the functions we are consid-
ering, we now fix I3 = I and consider the flow of H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 in restriction to the
(x1, x2, y1, y2) variables. Introduce a := Ian. We then have from (7), (8), (9) and
(10),
(11) H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 = Hω + aFn(x1, x2, y1, y2) + a2G(x, y)
with ‖G‖C2(Bˆ2n) ≤ a−2n (1 + k2n + I1/2) ≤ e3n(kn+ln).
We thus apply Corollary 2 and get that there exist tn < (2n)
kn+ln−2 andwn ∈ R4
such that |wn| = 12n and |Φ
tn
a
H◦Φ1
χ̂n−1
(wn)| ≥ n. Now, for zn we pick any (x3, y3) ∈
R2 such that I3 = I and let zn = Φ
−1
χ̂n−1
(wn, x3, y3). Thus, |Φ
tn
a
H (zn)| ≥ n, while (6)
implies that |zn| ≤ 1n . This finishes the proof of Lyapunov instability.
We now prove the divergence of the BNF of H . We have from (7) that
(12) H◦Φ1χ̂n−1 = Hω−
∑
j≤n−1
a2j
kjω1 + ljω2
I23
(
k2j I
kj−1
1 I
lj
2 + l
2
j I
kj
1 I
lj−1
2
)
+I+II+III
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with
I = I3
∑
j≥n
ajFj(ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2)
II = I23
∑
{u1,u2}6={v1,v2}
cu1,u2,v1,v2ξ
u1
1 ξ
u2
2 η
v1
1 η
v2
2
III = I33W (x, y)
whereW is a real analytic Hamiltonian. Define
An :=
{
(u1, u2, v1, v2) ∈ N4 : {u1, u2} 6= {v1, v2}
and u1 + u2 < kn−1 + ln−1, v1 + v2 < kn−1 + ln−1}
and
(13) ψ = I23
∑
An
−icu1,u2,v1,v2
(u1 − v1)ω1 + (u2 − v2)ω2 ξ
u1
1 ξ
u2
2 η
v1
1 η
v2
2
and observe that since
{Hω, ψ} = −I23
∑
An
cu1,u2,v1,v2ξ
u1
1 ξ
u2
2 η
v1
1 η
v2
2
then (12) gives
H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 ◦ Φ1ψ = Hω −
∑
j≤n−1
a2j
kjω1 + ljω2
I23
(
k2j I
kj−1
1 I
lj
2 + l
2
j I
kj
1 I
lj−1
2
)
(14)
+ I ′ + II ′ + III ′
where I ′, II ′, III ′ are real analytic Hamiltonians around the origin of the form
I ′ = I = I3
∑
j≥n
ajFj(ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2)
II ′ = I23
∑
{u1,v1}6={u2,v2}∩Acn
cu1,u2,v1,v2ξ
u1
1 ξ
u2
2 η
v1
1 η
v2
2
III ′ = I33W
′(x, y)
whereW ′ is a real analytic Hamiltonian. Hence, the terms in III ′ do not contribute
to the O2(I3) part of the BNF of H at 0.
Since the order of the (ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2)-terms in I and II
′ are higher than kn−1 +
ln−1, and since (14) holds for an arbitrary n, we conclude that the O
2(I3) part of
the BNF of H is given by
(15)
∞∑
j=1
− e
−2j(kj+lj)
kjω1 + ljω2
(
k2j I
kj−1
1 I
lj
2 + l
2
j I
kj
1 I
lj−1
2
)
I23
which is clearly divergent since |kjω1 + ljω2| < e−ej
4(kj+lj)
by our Liouville hy-
pothesis (L). Observe that, in fact, the super Liouville condition |kjω1 + ljω2| <
e−j
2(kj+lj) is sufficient for the divergence of the BNF. 
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4.4. Proof of Theorem 3. We keep the same definitions of χj and χ̂j as in the
above proof and observe that, since since H − H˜ = I33 (I1 + I3I2), it still holds that
for a = anI
H˜ ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 = Hω + aFn(x1, x2, y1, y2) + a2G˜(x, y)
with ‖G˜‖C2(Bˆ2n) ≤ e3n(kn+ln). The rest of the proof of the topological instability of
the origin is the same as that of Theorem 2. 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4. Note that for any value of (I,J) ∈ R+ × R∗+, the set
{(x, y) ∈ R8 : I3 = ξ3η3 = I, ξ4η4 = J} is invariant under all the flows we consider
in this construction.
If we fix now I4 = J := I4,n and I3 = I := e
−en
3(kn+ln)
, the restriction of the
flow of H to the (x1, x2, y1, y2) space takes the form:
(16) H(x, y) = (ω1 + J)I1 + ω2I2 + ω3I+ ω4J+
∑
n∈N
Ie−n(kn+ln)Fn(x1, x2, y1, y2)
which has the same flow as in the proof of Theorem 2 with this difference that
ω1 is replaced by ω1 + J. Moreover, the hypothesis (R) and (NR) of Theorem 4
imply hypotheses (L) and (NR) of Theorem 2, so the existence of the diffusive
orbit follows from the proof of Theorem 2.
As for the BNF, using hypothesis (NR) we can define χ̂n−1 and ψ as in (6) and
(13), but with ω1 + I4 instead of ω1, and get, in sufficiently small neighborhood of
the origin:
H ◦ Φ1χ̂n−1 ◦ Φ1ψ = Hω −
∑
j≤n−1
a2j
kj(ω1 + I4) + ljω2
I23
(
k2j I
kj−1
1 I
lj
2 + l
2
j I
kj
1 I
lj−1
2
)
(17)
+ I ′ + II ′ + III ′
where I ′, II ′, III ′ are real analytic Hamiltonians around the origin (for this, we
restrict to I4 ≪ 1) and are of the same form as in Section 4.3. Hence, the terms in
III ′ do not contribute to the O2(I3) part of the BNF of H at 0. As in the proof of
Theorem 2, we conclude that the I23 I
kn−1−1
1 I
ln−1
2 term of the BNF ofH is given by
− e
−2(n−1)(kn−1+ln−1)
kn−1(ω1 + I4) + ln−1ω2
k2n−1I
2
3 I
kn−1−1
1 I
ln−1
2
which, as a series in I4 has a radius of convergence smaller than
|kn−1ω1 + ln−1ω2|/kn−1, because we assumed that kn−1ω1− ln−1ω2 < 0. Since this
holds for an arbitrary n, and since |kn−1ω1 + ln−1ω2|/kn−1 goes to 0 as n→∞, we
conclude that the BNF ofH diverges. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 5. We just replace ω2 by ω2 + J
2 everywhere in the proof
of the topological instability of the fixed point in Theorem 4. 
4.7. Proof of Theorem 6. Following exactly the same lines as in the proof of the
divergence of the BNF in Theorem 4, we get that the I23I
kn−1−1
1 I
ln−1
2 term of the
BNF of H defined in Section 2.3 is given by
− e
−2(n−1)(kn−1−ln−1)
kn−1(ω1 + I4)− ln−1ω2 k
2
n−1I
2
3 I
kn−1−1
1 I
ln−1
2
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which, since we assumed that kn−1ω1 − ln−1ω2 < 0, as a series in I4 has a radius
of convergence smaller than |kn−1ω1 − ln−1ω2|/kn−1. We thus conclude that the
BNF of H diverges. 
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